Total energies, electronic structure, surface energies, polarization, potentials and charge densities were studied for slabs of BaTiO 3 using the Linearized Augmented Plane Wave (LAPW) method. The depolarization field inhibits ferroelectricity in the slabs, and the macroscopic field set up across a ferroelectric slab is sufficient to cause electronic states to span the gap and give a metallic band structure, but the band shifts are not rigid and O p states tend to pile up at the Fermi level. There are electronic surface states, especially evident on TiO 2 surfaces. The dangling bonds bond back to the surface Ti's and make the surface stable and reactive. The BaO surfaces are more ionic than the bulk.
distortion in thin films varies with thickness so that the structures become cubic at thin edges 3 . Huge particle size effects are observed 4, 5 , orders of magnitude greater than observed for non-ferroelectrics. Surfaces are important also during crystal growth, and their properties are key to catalysis and use as a epitaxial substrate. Here we study thin slabs of BaTiO 3 to better understand the electronic structure of the surface, surface energetics and relaxation, and intrinsic screening of the depolarization field.
Experimental studies of BaTiO 3 surfaces are few and many more studies have focused on SrTiO 3 which lacks the complications of ferroelectricity. Photoemission studies of sputtered and annealed BaTiO 3 show evidence of significant surface defects 6 , and a number of papers have addressed the defect properties of the surface [7] [8] [9] . Studies of SrTiO 3 surfaces show evidence for minor relaxations by motions of atoms perpendicular to the surfaces 10,11 and
show no evidence for states in the gap. 12 Some recent studies of BaTiO 3 show evidence for gap states 8 , and others do not 13 , probably indicating sensitivity to the surface defect state. Photoemission spectroscopy on BaTiO 3 shows excellent agreement with bulk LAPW computations of the LDA band structure 13 .
First-principles electronic structure approaches have been very successful for bulk ferroelectrics [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] but the application of first-principles band structure methods to surface properties is daunting due to the giant computational burden. Here the first set of accurate electronic structure calculations for periodic BaTiO 3 slabs are presented. These results can be considered benchmark results for faster, more approximate methods, and also give some insights into the electronic structure of ferroelectric BaTiO 3 surfaces.
II. METHOD
We studied six to seven atomic layer (001) and (111) periodic slabs of BaTiO 3 containing 15-18 atoms in the periodic unit, with seven to six layers of vacuum, using the Linearized
Augmented Plane Wave method with extra local orbitals (LAPW+LO). 22 Both slabs were studied in the ideal configuration, and the more stable (001) slab was studied extensively with tetragonal ferroelectric distortions and with surface relaxations. The ideal slabs are illustrated in figure 1 . The (001) slab has P4mm tetragonal symmetry with eight space group operations, and the (111) slab is rhombohedral with R3m symmetry.
In order to obtain accurate energy differences and surface energies, bulk calculations were also performed in the same symmetry with a tripled supercell with the same k-points and convergence parameters.
The ferroelectric distortion in the (001) slab used the experimental tetragonal average displacements. The Ba's were displaced by 0.06Å, the Ti's by -0.1122Å along c relative to the O(II)'s, and the O(I)'s by 0.0288Å . For the asymmetrically terminated slab, displacements were performed in both directions, with Ti displaced towards the Ba-O surface (+) and towards the Ti-O surface (-). The tetragonal phase in bulk BaTiO 3 does not consist primarily of displacements towards the perovskite cube faces, as we are studying here, but rather displacements towards the cube diagonals, and the tetragonal structure is a dynamical average with hopping among four (111) directions. Such disordered configurations are well beyond the possibilities of present computations for slabs, and must await future faster and probably more approximate methods. Nevertheless, the general effects of a surface on ferroelectric properties can be illuminated by the present study.
The surface layers were relaxed using the LAPW forces 23 and a quasi-Newton method for the ideal (001) Ba-Ti terminated slab, the ferroelectric (+) Ba-Ti terminated slab, and the ferroelectric Ba-Ba terminated slab.
The convergence parameter RK max was set to 7.0; Table II shows the muffin tin radii.
A 4×4×2 special k-point mesh was used which gives 3 k-points for the (001) slab and 10 3 k-points for the (111) slab. The ferroelectric Ba-Ti slab was also converged with a 6×6×2 mesh (6 k-points) and the total energy for the 15 atom unit cell only differed by 0.2 mRyd.
The matrix order (number of basis functions) for the slabs was about 2900 for the first set of muffinb tin radii (see Table II ) and 3800 for the second set. These calculations are extremely computationally intensive. Not only was each iteration in the self-consistent cycle time consuming but an unusually large number of iterations were required to reach selfconsistency due to charge fluctuations across the slab set up by the electric fields generated across the slab. Table I shows the unrelaxed and relaxed (001) slab structures, and total energies for all studied slabs are shown in Table II . Since the (111) slab is found to be much more unstable than the (001) slab, most of the computations and the discussion below concentrate on the (001) slab. Whereas there is a ferroelectric instability, or double well, found for bulk BaTiO 3 , there is no ferroelectric instability for the slab. Rather the energy increases with ferroelectric distortion due to the depolarization field that forms at the surface. This is the same result that was obtained using an ionic model for finite clusters. 2 Furthermore, for the asymmetrically terminated Ba-Ti slab, the energy is not symmetric with respect to "+" and "-" ferroelectric distortions, with a much lower energy being obtained when the Ti atoms are moved so that the partially coordinated surface Ti atoms move in towards the slab ("+" distortion in Table II) .
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Relaxation
The surface relaxations can be described as a combination of relaxation of the surface layer in towards the slab, and a dimpling of the layers. Here we define the former by the motion of the midpoint between the z coordinate for the surface cation and anion relative to that of the ideal interlayer spacing, and the latter by half of the difference in z-coordinate of the surface ions. In agreement with work on other oxides, the sign of the rumpling is such that the surface cations move in towards the slab and the anions move out (Table III) . The sign of the effect is independent of the slab termination or whether the slab is ferroelectric or ideal. The magnitude of the rumpling is quite similar to that obtained experimentally for SrTiO 3 . 10 However, the experiment did not resolve net relaxation of the layer spacing, whereas we find the that the surface layer spacing is contracted relative to that of the bulk spacing. This may be partly due to the fact that we did not relax all of the atomic positions in the bulk of the slab, but rather fixed the interlayer spacing at the experimentally observed zero pressure value, and LDA gives a smaller lattice constant than experiment for the bulk.
The relaxations are energetically significant as is shown in is unstable and decays to O − + e − . It appears that this stabilization is strong enough even on the BaO perovskite surface. The charge transfer across the slab screens partially screens the field, so that the gap is just closed, as is discussed further below.
In band theory as applied here, there is a constant Fermi level and states are occupied up to it. In an ideal insulating slab or crystal in a field, however, the situation would be different and the Fermi level would vary with macroscopic position and charge would not flow since states would not communicate over macroscopic distances except by tunneling which is very slow. This is similar to a hydrogen atom in an electric field; the ground state for an infinitesimal field is for the electron to be stripped off, but this does not happen even over long times due to a long lifetime for the metastable state. In a real slab or crystal, however, there are extrinsic or thermally induced defects so the conductivity is finite. Charge flow thus would occur and the results would be similar to what we obtain here in the static limit. it doesn't reconstruct), and is probably responsible for the utility of BaTiO 3 as a substrate
for epitaxial growth and for surface catalysis. The Ba-O surface shows much less difference from spherical ions, and is found to be highly ionic. These results suggest that the Ti-O surface of BaTiO 3 is highly reactive due to the possibility of covalent bonding on the surface, whereas any reactivity Ba-O surface is due entirely to ionic bonding. The non-bonding O p surface state may also enhance surface reactivity. In order to understand the polarization and depolarization fields of the slab, we now examine the total potentials averaged in the x-y plane as a function of z-coordinate in the slabs. Figure 8 shows the potential for the symmetric BaO terminated ideal and ferroelectric slabs. There is no net field in the vacuum region in the ideal case, and the field is a constant 0.015 Ryd/bohr in the vacuum in the ferroelectric case. The results for the asymmetrically terminated slabs are much more complicated, since a field is present in the vacuum even in the ideal case (Fig. 9) . The existence of the field in this case can be thought of as due to different work functions for the BaO and TiO 2 surfaces, but in any case it indicates that the slab has a net dipole moment in spite of the fact that if one considers the nominal charges (2+, 4+ and 2-for Ba, Ti and O respectively), the TiO 2 and BaO planes would be charge 8 balanced and the ideal slab would have no net polarization. One possible explanation of the result is that a surface charge develops due to the surface states. This possibility was tested by comparing the charge densities of the asymmetrically terminated slab with the symmetrically terminated BaO and TiO 2 slabs, but no evidence for a surface charge could be found. The implication is that even in the bulk the BaO and TiO 2 planes do not carry the same charge.
The above analysis allows the field to be easily extracted from the vacuum region, but does not easily allow extraction of the macroscopic field in the slab since the potential is dominated by local contributions from the atoms. We can extract macroscopic field effects in the slabs by examining deep core states. In figure 10 the O 1s core levels are shown as a function of position in the symmetrically terminated BaO slab. As expected there is no net field in the ideal slab, but there is a nearly constant macroscopic field as determined from the O 1s levels in the ferroelectric slab. The picture in the asymmetrically terminated slab is again complicated (Fig. 11) . The net field as seen in the center of the asymmetrically terminated ideal slab is very small, in spite of the large field in the vacuum. The field for the ferroelectric relative to the ideal asymmetric slab is nearly constant, and is about 0.01
Ryd/bohr.
We can understand better the observed macroscopic fields by considering the ideal case of a periodic slab of thickness L 1 separated by vacuum regions of thickness L 2 with constant fields E 1 and E 2 in the two regions. The electric displacements are given by
in the slab and D 2 = E 2 in the vacuum, where P 1 is the total polarization in the slab, including the spontaneous polarization P s and the induced polarization with size, so even macroscopic crystals must break up into domains, or the depolarization field must be pacified by formation of a surface space charge.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied ferroelectric and ideal slabs of BaTiO 3 using the full-potential allelectron LAPW method. Surface relaxations are significant, and similar to what is observed for SrTiO 3 . There are significant surface states, especially on the TiO 2 surfaces. The dominant surface state has O p character, and seems to be related to the collapse of the dangling bonds back onto the surface Ti ions. The charge density in the center of the slab is very close to the charge density in bulk BaTiO 3 . We find the asymmetrically terminated slabs have significant potential gradients (electric fields) in the vacuum due to the different net charges on BaO and TiO 2 planes. Most interestingly, we find that the ferroelectric slabs are metallic due to potential shifts that are greater than the band gap. The bands, however, do not shift in a rigid way; rather the O 2p states pile up at the Fermi level showing that the O atoms prefer to remain closed-shelled, even on the surface. The metallic nature of the ferroelectric slabs screens the macroscopic polarization, so we find a polarization smaller than the experimental bulk value. The depolarization field is large and inhibits ferroelectricity.
In order to recover a ferroelectric state, this field must be screened or the crystal must break up into domains. 
